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Abstract 

In this paper we propose the method of reconstruction of 
the longitudinal profile of the charged particle bunch by 
photometry of the film blackening due to optical transition 
radiation (OTR) generated by those bunches. Three techniques 
are considered to determine the modules of Fourier spectrum 
of the bunch particle distribution function envelope. The 
mathematical processing of the photometry results consists in 
solution of the Fredholm first-kind integral equation 

1. INTR~DUGTI~N 

The present work shows the possibility to determine a 
Fourier transformation image moduls of longitudinal function 
of charge distribution in an electron bunch using the integral 
energy characteristic Rmction of the bunch - angular 
distribution of energy flux density of OTR. The latter is 
emitted by vacuum-medium boundary and detected in a narrow 
frequency band of the spectrum optical region during the whole 
time of the bunch passage through the boundary. 

The mentioned characteristic can be determined by results 
of photometry of the photofilm exposed to OTR effect. For 
simplicity we consider the normal entrance case. Generalization 
for the oblique entrance case causes no principal difficulties [l] 

2. om FROM THE DISPERSIVE MEDIUM 
BOUNDARY 

A linear bunch is moving along the positive direction of the 
z axis in vacuum towards the planar vacuum-medium boundary 
(normal to the z axis) at a velocity v.The photofilm’s flat 
surface parallel to the boundary is located at a distance zo from 
it. The point on the film’s surface is characterized by a radial p 
and polar cp coordinates of the cylindrical coordinate system 
connected with the z axis. 

At z0>>1 (I- OTR formation zone length) for the normal 
entrance case the OTR field is axially symmetric, linearly 
polarized and for film-detected frequency band can be 
presented as [ 11: 

Ep-Q(p,,t)cos6; Ez=Q(~~?)sin6; KP- 0; 
where 
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Qff>t)= A( p,w)F&e ’ dw 
Ofi-Q 
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A( p+ w) = $ U(0, w), F($) = Z(x) exp(i fx)dx (3) 
--m 

8=arctg~zg ; I, --(D(p)-vt; dp)=/l(~&-p2)~ 22; 
Here C/(6, w) is OTR frequency-angular characteristic of a 

single particle [2], Z(X) is bunch particle distribution function, 
t- time, c- velocity of light in vacuum Ij=v;C 

The film blackening produced as a result of OTR is defined 
by the expression [ 31 

I(P)= A(p,w)( F(F) ‘d:.(4) 
-a m iI I I 

being a linear integral transformation [4] of squared Fourier- 
image modulus of distribution fimction. The medium dispersion 
in the observed frequency band is the necessary condition for 
the presence of dependence of blackening on the type of 
distribution tint&on. 

3.OTR AS COMBINED WITH LENS 

If an optical lens is placed between the boundary and 
photofilm, then the mentioned effect will be observed in the 
absence of medium dispersion [U(e,w)=U(e) in (3)]. If the lens 
is round and its axis coincides with the z axis, then the field on 
the film surface and its blackening will be expressed again 
through formulae (1) and (4) where now 

P2 
2(z, - s) 

(6) 
r 

t9” = arctg _____ 
ZI) .- s 

g=l:k+ i:(zys) + I’y. 
J&) is a first-order Bessel function (n-~1,2,3,. .), s - the 

distance from the lens to the boundary, a - the lens radius, f .. 
its focal length, A - its thickness, n - frequency-independent 
refractive index of the lens material. 

Expression (5) is obtained in the paraxial approximation 
(.~>a, .r~-s>‘p) for a thin lens. If the photofiilm surface is 
brought into coincidence with the radiation point image plane 
(g=O), then (5) turns into Fourier-Bessel transformation of 
frequency-angular characteristic of a single particle 
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~.OTRDIFF-RACT~ONONTHESCREENHOLE 
Atf+ in (5) and (6) formulae (1) and (4) correspond to 

the diffraction of OTR field on the round hole in the flat screen 
in the paraxial approximation. In this case the effect of 
dependence of film blackening on the type of distribution is 
preserved. To calculate the field in the screen shadow we’ll use 
the geometric diEaction theory approximation [S]. For the 
round hole in the screen placed at the distance s from the 
boundary the field on the surface of the film and its blackening 
will again be expressed through formulae (1) and (4) where we 
should put 

i 

A( p,w) z -U(B) 1 Ir (xl 

! 

f,(x) ++ - 
‘i 

sin - 
8 

2 
cos- 

2 1 

,.x = tasin8...(7) 

fp( p) = &Yj7-&T = am+ = arctgfi 
0 

Here a is the hole radius,& is the angle of OTR incidence on 
the hole edge (6 << 0); 

f~(r)=J# rf2==JoCxi (8) 
In the case of flat slot of 2u width, for the plane normal to 

the screen and containing the z axis we again can use formula 
(7) putting 

f~(x)= -/sim~(awk)~~2j; j~(~)=cosd(&dc)~~~ (9) 
In calculating formula (7) we used along with the 

geometrical theory of diffraction the method of representation 
of axiahy symmetric fieids using focal expansion in terms of 
Bessel functions 

5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FILM 
BLACKENING 

AND DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION ENVELOPE 

In the above considered cases (Sections 2 - 4) the field in 
the film plane (1) and the blackening caused by it (4) contain 
high-frequency Fourier spectrum of distribution limction 
stipulated by the bunch microstructure. In order to express the 
lilm blackening function through the Fourier spectrum of 
distribution function envelope stipulated by macroscopic bunch 
charge distribution, we transform function Q(p, t) (2) as 

Q(p,t) = j&p,L - q)z(q)dq . . ..__..._ (10) 
-m 

where 

2(p) = P 
-m 

A(p,ru)exp(iTx)d$; 

m = 31 Z(Y) 
sint(y- x) 

-m y-x 
exp(i F(y - x)dy 

Assuming that the Fourier spectrum of envelopeZ”fx) of 
distribution limction Z(x) lies in the frequency interval 252 we 
can write 

J 

sin n (y - x) 

Z(x) = z(y)-v 4 (1% 
-X l’-X 

Taking into account that because of fast-oscillating nature 
of the integrand exponent in (11) 

lilx,l<: Z(x) C-13) 

we can claim that 

Re i(x) = B@x) co& X(x)); 
V 

(14) 

Im i(x) = Bz(x) sin($ X(x)) 

where X(x) and X(x)- are some continuous functions of x. B 

is const. Further, comparing the first-order derivatives of the 
real and imaginary parts of function z”(x) defined by (1 I)and (14) 
.in the approximation of large w. ( i.e. discarding in them zero- 
order terms relative to oo) we obtain (at oo-+oo) 

X(x) = Z(x) = X+consf 05) 

Substituting the asymptotic value of function i(x) (with 

account of (14) and (15)) into (I 0) we arrive at the following 
expression for timction Q(p, t) 

00 Q 
P(P> I) - B 5 Atp,w)Ft 

w-w0 

Oo-Q 

y)expifzL +const)dW (16) 
V Y 

The blackening function (4) takes the form 

I(p)= BZ case m~UIAIp,d+Yy+$ (17) 
alo-! 

which contains a low-frequency part of Fourier spectrum of 
distribution fimction with the help of which we can determine 
its envelope. 

6. NUMERICAL CALCULATION 

The efficiency of the method confirms the essential 
difference in the character of the photofilm blackening at 
diierent initial bunch distribution functions. Fig. 1 presents 
calculated normalized intensities 

T(B) = 
I(~)-I,W 

I(@)- I,(@) 

of the film blackening for three different shapes of distribution 
hmction: uniform (1) cosinusoidal(2) and Gaussian (3) for the 
case of flat slot in the screen. Calculations are done for the 
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wave length A -500 nm and ZAA.=fO nm.The slot half width s [6] E.D. Gazazian, B.E. Kinber, “Asymptotics of Axially Symmetric 
is taken equal to the bunch length: a=d= IOO,um. Beams of Ekctromagnetic Waves”, Izvestia wz-ov 

SSSR,Radio/izika,14,No 8, p,p. 1219-1223, (1971). 

Fig. 1 Fig. 1 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the difference in the character 
of blackening displays in different periodicity of their 
oscillations, in the extent of rapidity of their attenuation as well 
as in the availability of phase shifts of oscillations relative to 
each other. 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the difference in the character 
of blackening displays in different periodicity of their 
oscillations, in the extent of rapidity of their attenuation as well 
as in the availability of phase shifts of oscillations relative to 
each other. 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this work we considered three different approaches for 

the determination of modulus of Fourier spectrum envelope of 
bunch charge distribution function united by common 
technique. OTR exposed film, its photometry with subsequent 
mathematical processing of results, which reduces to solution 
of Fredholm’s integral first-kind equation [4]. 

The problems related to the photofilm sensibility can be 
solved by detecting the radiation from a train of bunches in the 
beam: in that case the mathematical processing of photometry 
results will yield bunch-ensemble-averaged charge distribution. 

The authors express their sincere gratitude to LBL 
Directotate and to Prof A.M. Sessler as well as to DESY 
Directoriurn and to Coordinator of DESY-YerPhI 
Collaboration Dr. G. Sohngen for solidarity and great support, 
thanks to which the authors succeed in overcomming the 
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